Single Mandrel
Field Attachable
for Wellhead and
Packer Penetrators

Simple, Reliable, Efficient
No Tapes, No Epoxy, No Gel
Minimal Assembly of Parts
Saves Significant Rig Time
Full Range to fit all Cable Sizes
ATEX/IECEX Certified
SPEEDFiT is easily adaptable for use with different size cables, resulting in simple redress for re-use with only a minimum of spares required. The Vertical Penetrator can be installed top or bottom fed into the Tubing Hanger, allowing simple retrofit to existing wellhead equipment designs.

RMSpumptools SPEEDFiT is the new benchmark for high-speed, consistently reliable field installations of downhole cable to wellhead and packer penetrators - saving you even more rig time. Requiring minimal parts and training, just a cable prep is required - SPEEDFiT requires no tapes, no epoxy, no gel and no assembly of parts.

- Pressure Rating: 5000psi working, 7500psi test
- Temperature Rating: 150°C (302°F)
- Power Rating: Up to 180 Amps 5kVAC
- Min ID Wellhead Profile: Ø2"
- Max OD Coupling Nut: Ø2.25"
- Plug and Play Style Assembly
- Dual Sealing - retains the exclusive Field Proven RMSpumptools Pressure Barrier
- Back-up O-Ring Seals between Field Attachable Connector and Penetrators.
- Fully testable after being installed on the Cable
- Suits a range of Cable Sizes
Single Mandrel Configurations

2 Part Connection

3 Part Connection

Splice

Termination
Simple 3 Stage Installation

**STAGE 1**
Strip the cable and crimp the contacts.

**STAGE 2**
Insert the cable into the housing and secure the nuts from the front.

**STAGE 3**
Tighten the threads on the body to energise the seals.

Various Redress Options available including:
- Boot Sizes
- Contact Sizes
- Cable Gland Sizes (to suit both flat and round cable options)
All that is needed for redress kits are two seals and new pins.

*No tapes, no epoxy, no gel and no assembly of parts - the new RMSpumptools Field Attachable*